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ABSTRACT

A Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) is formed by the connection of wireless devices without the aid of
third party intervention, existing network infrastructure or applications. Many ideas and resources have
been proposed to overcome some of the research challenges in MANETs but still many issues are left
unsolved. Research work reveals that Ultra WideBand (UWB), a relatively new technology, when
integrated with MANET at different layers of the network, will reduce some of the issues of MANETs in
comparison to narrowband technology. UWB technology provides a method for transmitting a high
frequency signal over a large amount of Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum whilst at the same time utilising
minimal amounts of power in both the transmitting and receiving nodes. The most common and challenging
issue in MANETs is the conservation of power. Although algorithms, models, and untested hypothesis have
been proposed to enhance MAC protocols with respect to overhead delay, Quality of service and
localisation yet a lot need to be done. This paper investigates the state of the art in MANETs under UWB
with specific attention made to the MAC protocols and Routing. Based on the summary of existing work
we have conducted, an algorithm will be developed, tested and verified, in order to optimise the
performance of MANETs at the MAC layer as a future work. This paper reviewed the state of the art of
MANET in respect of using UWB systems.
Keywords: MANETs, UWB, MAC, Routing, Quality of Service.
1

INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad hoc Network is a special type of
network, designed for a specific purpose, in which
the devices are interconnected and communicate
without any assistance from a central device. These
devices are connected spontaneously and
communicate by forwarding packets directly to
each other without the support of a base station.
The ad hoc network is an independent system
which does not rely on any pre-existing
infrastructure like a Service Set Identifier (SSID) or
a router to manage communication between the
devices. An ad hoc network establishes single
session connections that are set up for limited
periods and all its protocols are self-configuring to
support its environment, mission and traffic
changes. As ad hoc networks are specialised
networks, so also are the applications running in the
networks. These applications are tuned to suit

particular applications like video conferencing and
video streaming in a specialised field.
The applications of an ad hoc network are unique
because of its design requirements. These design
requirements include self-configuration, mobility,
dynamic topology and multicasting. Most of its
applications rely on the existing circumstance that
leads to the establishment of the network. Examples
can be found in medical responses to tragedy, crime
responses to insurgency and fire outbreaks. All
these can be established and maintained for both
data and real time traffic.
In designing MANETs, many challenges arise,
beginning with the physical to the application layer.
Three widespread problems characterise the design
challenges: cross-layer interaction, mobility and
scaling issues as stated in [1]. The most challenging
issue in cross-layer interaction design is to keep all
the layers of the network communicating efficiently
and collaboratively. However, some of the
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algorithms designed may not be feasible due to the
nature of MANETs in terms of the dynamically
changing situation. Mobility is the second
challenging issue when designing MANETs and
distinguishes MANETs from other networks. The
third issue in MANET design is the scaling issue
and this constitutes a major problem because of the
growing number of nodes in the network. As the
number of nodes increases, so too does the
complexity,
especially when the mobility
increases.
Solving issues in wireless Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks (MANETs) has to do with layers of the
network and is based on the current outcome of
many research works. It was found that there are
many unsolved issues in the medium of
transmission, routing and security associated with
MANETs. However, wireless communication in the
present world is a challenging field because
everything is taking a wireless trend. Wireless
technology can be seen as a tool to serve and
simplify the working nature of everyday use
gadgets. Communication in wireless environments
has to do with sending/transmitting (TX) and
receiving (RX) information from one point to
another but, the challenging point is the medium of
transmission because both TX and RX are
identified. Thus, the channel capacities through
which the transmission takes place remain the
challenging issue. A great deal of literature has
been produced on tackling the issues of the MAC
layer yet, there are many unsolved issues which
need to be addressed to boost the channel capacity
in a wireless environment. However, before going
into the literature more deeply, it is desirable to
identify the key, existing challenges, in-depth
characteristics and existing Algorithms/Models of
the MAC protocol in MANETs in order to come up
with well-structured literature.
2

power awareness, addressing schemes, network
size, security and medium of transmission. [4]
identified that in multi-hop communication,
security and topology constitute the prevalent
issues. In MANETs therefore, it affects
performance in terms of route discovery. [5] uses
computational analysis based on antenna design to
discover that extreme resource consumption,
particularly in routing operations, is another active
challenge in MANETs which leads to poor
performance. At the same time, topology changes
due to mobility [2], energy issues and heavy
applications in MANETs can also be seen as
existing problems. These can be categorised in
three different areas as stated by [2]:
backbone/gateway for connectivity, defining
appropriate routing protocols in order to support the
backbone/gateway and finally, supporting the use
of mobility.
Furthermore, communication protocols, especially
medium access control and some defined
algorithms, are other factors that hinder
performance of MANETs in terms of quality of
service which appears as a result of poor
performance of these protocols [6, 7]. Lack of
strong communication protocols (MAC) to initiate,
guide and terminate the transmission will lead to
high package drop [8]. [9] also suggests that
bandwidth limitation and computational capacity of
the nodes are other unsolved issues in MANETs
but, based on the analysis, the paper suggests that
MAC should be redesigned to suit the nature of
MANETs in terms of their dynamic environment.
This is because with good MAC and routing
protocols in MANETs, there can be good quality of
service [9]. Figure 3.1 illustrates the summary of
existing issues of MANETs.

MOBILE AD HOC NETWORK’S
EXISTING CHALLENGES

MANET has many challenges that need to be
addressed in order to drive the changes needed to
attain higher performance. Research has indicated
that many issues exist in MANETs due to their
structure in terms of mobility, routing, topology and
security [2]. These are the most basic ones. Going
by the OSI reference model, at every level of the
network, from the Physical to the Application layer,
different issues exist, for instance, the use of
physical devices, use of the MAC protocol, use of
the routing protocol and applications running in the
network. According to [3], the existing challenges
of MANET are distribution, dynamic topology,

Fig. 1. MANET Summary of Existing Challenges
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In this paper we have conducted a systematic study
on existing research works that have been
undertaken in solving existing MANET problems,
based on the identified key issues mentioned above.
That is, issues of optimising MANET performance
with respect to algorithm, limited bandwidth
consumption, energy consumption, medium of
transmission (MAC), mobility, routing, security
and topology. The study reveals that the least effort
has been targeted towards the area of medium of
transmission.
3

MANET CHARACTERISTICS

To optimise the performance of MANETs, it is
important to identify the unique characteristics and
in-depth behaviours of MANETs in order to justify
the need for the research. Since it is one of the
emerging technologies of today’s debate in wireless
communication, it is quite important to iterate its
current behaviours in order to come up with strong

4

solutions to its existing problems. Statistics seem to
indicate that network infrastructure, network
topology, self-organisation, limited resources, poor
physical security, routing and transmission in
MANETs are entirely different from those of
normal, conventional networks [3, 10]. In addition,
self-configuration, self-creation, mobility and nonexistence of administrative devices describe the
network infrastructure in MANETs. Dynamism and
instability describe the MANET network topology.
In addition, the lack of central administration and
distribution describe its self-organisation. A
MANET has limited resources for energy, memory,
supported devices, battery and finally, limited
bandwidth. Furthermore, poor physical security, as
well as poor scalability, are the main security issues
in MANETs [11]. Consequently, routing and
transmission in MANETs can be ondemand/reactive/hybrid and multi-hop respectively
[12]. Table 3.2 summarises the in-depth
characteristics of MANETs.

S/N
1.

CHARACTERISTICS
Network Infrastructure

2.

Network topology

3.

Self-configuration

4.

Limited resources

5.

Security

6.

Routing

FEATURES
- No fixed infrastructure
- Mobility
- Self-configuration
- Self-creation
- Dynamic
- Unstable
- No central administration
- Distributed in nature
- Energy, memory, and computational
- Small devices operation
- Battery operated
- Limited bandwidth
- Poor physical security
- Poor security in terms of scalability
- On-demand, reactive and Hybrid

7.

Transmission

-

ULTRA-WIDEBAND (UWB)
TECHNOLOGY

The life cycle of mobile ad hoc networks can be
categorised into first, second and third generations.
The first generation of the ad hoc network was way
back in the 1970s. According to [13], the Defence
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
initiated research on the feasibility of using packetswitched radio communications to provide reliable
computer communications; it was called Packet
Radio Network (PRNET) [14]. PRNET makes use
of the combination of Area Location of Hazardous
Atmosphere (ALOHA) and Carrier Sense Multiple

Multi-hop transmission
Access (CSMA) [14] for multiple access and
distance vector routing. The routing protocols used
in PRNET were designed to enable reliability,
speed and correctness and also network
management facilities. PRNET later evolved into
the Survivable Adaptive Radio Network (SURAN)
in the early 1980s [13].
SURAN was used to provide a packet switched
network to the mobile battlefield in environments
without infrastructure. Additionally, it proved to be
beneficial in improving the radio’s performance by
making it smaller, more secure and less expensive
[15]. The advent of laptop computers and other
mobile devices in the 1990s led to the concept of
commercial ad hoc networks as shown in Fig. 1.
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Ever since the 1990s, numerous works have been
carried out on ad hoc network standards. Around
the same time, a mobile ad hoc network working
group was developed within the IETF (Internet
Engineering Task Force) in order to standardise IP
(Internet Protocol) functionality appropriate for
wireless routing applications within both static and
dynamic topologies with increased dynamics due to
node motion and other factors. The routing
protocols were based on hierarchical link-state and
were highly scalable. The idea of the collection of
mobile nodes was proposed in research and
conferences which then revived mobile ad hoc
networks as a potential technology. The present ad
hoc network systems are considered under the third
generation [13].

Fig. 2. Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET)

Mobile devices depend on batteries for energy
supply and since battery power is limited, energy
conservation constitutes one of the greatest issues
in designing algorithms for mobile devices [16].
Several pieces of research undertaken in battery
technology show that only a slight improvement in
battery life is expected in the near future [17]. [17].
It is thus essential that power management should
be optimised efficiently by identifying different
mediums to reduce the usage of power without
affecting the efficiency of the application.
Limitations on battery life and the extra energy
requirements for assisting network operations, such
as transmission or reception in each node in a
MANET, makes the issue of power management
one of the main concerns in ad hoc networking.
Power management techniques have been proposed
at several levels of a mobile device including the
physical-layer transmissions, the operating system
and the applications [18].

Ultra WideBand (UWB) technology is a method of
transmitting high signals that constitute a large
amount of bandwidth with low power consumption
in both the transmitting and the receiving ends. It is
a wideband frequency that spreads over a large
bandwidth greater than 500MHz compared to
narrowband of approximately 1.25MHz. In 2002,
the Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
unconfined regulation for authorised use of
unlicensed versions of UWB in the range of 3.1Hz
– 10.6GHz for radar and imaging, low data rate
applications and Personal Area Networks (PAN), in
addition to the supply of high data rate wireless
devices [16]. There is a huge difference between
narrowband and UWB. Traditional (narrowband)
deals directly with power, frequency and phase of a
sinusoidal wave, while UWB generates radio
energy with respect to time and the imposition of
high bandwidth into channels resulting in a pulseposition or time-modulation. The measured
difference is the time-variation (Xi (t, T) which is
not present in narrowband techniques. It serves as
a distinguishing property of UWB channels and it is
a constant value added from the real equation of the
communication channel [19]. UWB has the
capacity to provide high resolution between the
transmitter and receiver because of its intelligence
in determining the time of flight which is a twoway time transfer technique often called multi-path
communication technique. According to a statistical
analysis on the competitors for the high-data-rate,
short-range market recently, the results indicate that
UWB is significant compared to IEEE 802.11b,
IEEE 802.11a and Bluetooth technology because of
its forcefulness in penetrating through strong
buildings and trees and its tolerance to noise in the
channel [20]. The transmission using UWB pulse
radio produces a huge output which occupies a very
large frequency spectrum [16]. UWB technology
can be employed in many areas especially, home
networking, industrial automation, vehicular radar
systems, medical monitoring, military situations
(war zones), disaster recovery (fire, flood,
earthquake) and national crises and so forth which
do not require any specific courtesy [21]. In Figure
2, the system summarises basic features,
applications and the performance output of UWB
technology.
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Fig. 3. UWB features, applications and performance
output

In every system there are both advantages and
disadvantages. The advantages attached to UWB
technology however, are much greater than its
disadvantages. Some of the major advantages have
already been stated earlier like high data rate, low
probability of detection and interception, robustness
for multi-path, low power dissipation, enormous
bandwidth availability, low implementation cost
and finally, low power consumption [22].
Summarised, the six potentials of UWB are as
follows:
i.
Low power operation
ii.
UWB transmissions below the noise
level (providing low probability of
detection - LPD)
iii.
Low probability of jamming (LPJ)
iv.
Ability to penetrate walls and
vegetation due to low frequency
v.
High immunity to multi-path fading
effects
vi.
Availability of precise location
information
[22] then pin points the major disadvantages of
UWB technology as follows:
i.
Long signal acquisition time
ii.
Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) regulation issues
iii.
Several technical implementation
issues at the PHY layer such as
antenna design, propagation and
channel modelling, device and circuit
design and wave form design
The implementation of this research work is based
on basic layers of the network, that is, either on the
physical layer, Media Access Control (MAC) or
Network (Routing stage), depending on the

outcome of the related review. Meanwhile, this
research will focus on using Ultra WideBand
Technology to investigate, develop and implement
workable solutions at a certain level for optimising
the performance of Mobile Ad hoc Networks.
The design architecture of the UWB system is
based on the type and ideal situation of any system
that is proposed and implemented. It also depends
on services which the system tends to deliver
concerning applications and standards. Different
systems were developed and considered using the
UWB system but the general design architecture of
the UWB system must consider some basic
parameters, especially when dealing with
communication devices. These parameters are a
high data rate delivery, speed, low power
transmission, support for different applications in
various layers of communication stacks and
short/long distances.
The generic design of an UWB system is mainly
divided into three categories or sections which are
the transmitter, the receiver and the ADC/baseband
processor. The transmitter and receiver are linked
by a wireless transmission using various antenna
and for the emulation of the wide range of
channels using spatial configuration [23]. In
another way, round transmitters and receivers may
be connected via a cable with a variable attenuator
which can be used to emulate an ideal channel.
5

APPLICATIONS OF UWB
TECHNOLOGY IN MANET

According to the Wireless World Research Forum
(WWRF), studies have revealed that in recent
years, for any organisation which is willing to
enhance the potentiality of wireless devices,
especially beyond third generation (3G) networks,
the inclusion of UWB technology must be
considered[24]. The WWRF will come up with a
suitable technique for exploring the use of UWB
technology in the development of future wireless
devices. In MANETs, transmission of information
is based on short range communication which
results in several issues like packet drop rate, low
QoS, delay and high energy conservation by mobile
devices. However, integrating UWB MAC in
MANETs will boost the communication channel to
overcome these problems. Topology is one of the
problems pointed to in Figure 2. Due to the
unspecified arrangement of mobile nodes, locating
devices in such an environment will become an
issue. Subsequently, UWB technology will help in
providing easy location tracking in the network.
UWB technology is widely used in medical
environments, particularly for bio-embedded chips
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designed for detection and tracking systems. It is
also used severally as a transformative technology
for high-data and low-power wireless bio-medical
applications [16]. According to [16], UWB
technology can be used in designing pulse
generators/transmitters and powerful antennas.
Thus, in wireless devices, antennas are the
paramount components to consider when describing
the properties of that device. The transmission of
signal with UWB antennas produces minimum
distortion by keeping the pulse shape and the
amplitude of the signal in the time and frequency
domain [16].
The use of UWB technology, in terms of
localisation in MANET, with respect to tracking
due to the decentralisation and mobility of the
nodes, will also help to overcome the issue of
energy constraint because it will facilitate node
discovery and co-operation [25]. Tracking down
high energy consumption by mobile devices has to
do with the basic layers of OSI from PHY to
application, in which UWB will support all the
layers with minimum technical issues if
implemented accordingly. Current research has
revealed that no technology surpasses UWB in the
provision of large bandwidth, low power
consumption and localisation [25]. Localisation is a
factor that diminishes the performance of mobile
devices in a network, especially when there is high
propagation in the channel. This therefore leads to
high delay in communication in a multi-path
environment. Multi-path communication with high
delay creates a distortion of signal. According to
[26], time reversal algorithms can be used with
UWB to reduce delay in MANETs by influencing
good frequency and adding high bandwidth into the
channel. UWB can be used to achieve accurate
localisation through the physical layer by reducing
Bit Error Rate (BER) and mitigating the multi-user
interference
(MUI)
and
Gaussian
Noise
Interference [27].
In addition, routing is another major issue in
MANETs, especially when the nodes are carrying
heavy applications. The communication produces
low QoS because the routing table is congested.
With the integration of UWB however, the routing
table will be expanded so that the channel is used
extensively. The technology has been tested on
different MANET routing protocols, majorly in
data communication with some in heavy
applications [28]. The implementation of a novel
routing strategy by [28] shows that in an ondemand routing environment, the use of UWB
technology can effectively reduce the routing load
and the QoS, with end-to-end delay, will be
satisfactory.

Using impulse, UWB technology in a MANET
radio network will help to minimise the signal relay
time delay and also solve the problem of media
multiple access while improving the performance
of the network [29]. The use of multiple access
techniques, as supported by UWB, will allow
simultaneous transmission and code division which
will allow for maximum utilisation of the channel
as stated in [29].
6

UWB MAC IN MANET

Medium Access Control is a transmission protocol
that resides in-between the data link and physical
layers of the OSI model. It serves as an interprotocol
unit
that
provides
unicast,
multicast/broadcast communication which also
emulates a full-duplex valid communication path in
a multi-point network. It is a sub-layer protocol
which initiates addressing and channel access
control techniques for devices to share the
communication medium. Consequently, this will
produce a strong, multi-access technique in the
network. Medium access control protocol manages,
accounts for and schedules all the activities which
take place in the transmission channel. The
standard MAC protocol, adapted in general wireless
communication environments, has no effect while
running in MANET environments, irrespective of
the application administered [30]. However,
considering the unique description of UWB
technology, if implemented in MANETs, this
would require optimisation in order to work more
effectively for the MANET purpose [31]
MAC protocols can either be centralised or
distributed. As stated earlier, MANETs are a
distributed network which forms as a result of
connecting mobile devices together without
administrative support. Therefore, the MAC
protocol in MANETs is also distributed in nature.
In a distributed context, all nodes are master nodes
due to the power of transmitting and receiving.
Each and every node takes part in the MAC
operation. The distributed MAC is much more
complex than the centralised one. However, it is
scalable and more reliable. Meanwhile, based on
this research, distributed MAC can be categorised
basically into standards such as IEEE 802.11
(Wifi), 802.20, IEEE 802.22, IEEE 802.16
(WiMax), IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth), IEEE
802.15.3 (UWB) and IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee).
Research has shown that there are increasing
numbers of proposed algorithms, models and
assumptions for optimisation of the MAC protocol
using UWB technology in MANETs [32]. The table
below demonstrates some differences between the
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centralized and distributed MAC protocols, stating
their general and unique features.
CENTRALISED MAC
1. Control by central device to
coordinate the communication.
2. High throughput and quality of
service for small networks
3. Collision can be avoided because
of reliability.
4. Good for Wireless personal Area
Networks (QPANs) especially for
multimedia purpose, low latency
computers to reduce overhead.
5. Good
coordination
in
communication
medium
by
assigning code channels, enforces
QoS requirement, control power
saving modes and manage access
to the devices.

DISTRIBUTED MAC
No central device to coordinate the communication.
It has week security but can be improve
It can support large networks that constitute large number of
devices operated
Low QoS because the connection is not reliable but can be
improve.

Is a random access protocol started with ALOHA techniques
and later on upgraded to Slotted ALOHA, CSMA,
CSMA/CD and CSMA. These techniques overcome the
problem of collision by exposing hidden terminals,
introduces handshaking base on Request-To-Send/Clear-ToSend (RTS/CTS) and using back off/persistence
mechanism[31].

Going by the above characteristics of both the
centralized and distributed MAC protocols, and
while considering the nature of MANETs, the
unique features of UWB can be implemented in
MAC as long as the design has not been tampered
with. It is probable that the UWB MAC protocol
can either be single-band or multi-band [33] which
describes the strength of the protocol. The major
challenge of MANETs today is how to manage the
energy of mobile devices in the network due to
mobility, geographical area and topology,
considering the network's absence of a centralized
co-ordinating device [3].
7

THE ROLE OF UWB TO IMPROVE
QUALITY OF SERVICE IN MANET

The total output received by users in a network, be
it positive or negative, can be referred to as the
quality of service of the network. Services like
energy conserved by the nodes, bandwidth use,
throughput, error rate, availability, transmission
delay and jitter, can be measured quantitatively to
understand whether the quality of service of the
network is fine or awful. Most quality of service
techniques can be achieved through routing
schemes. Meanwhile, most of the existing
techniques have not addressed the issue of energy
conservation [34] especially when dealing with the
MAC protocol. Good QoS schemes in MANETs
should address issues of energy or power. These
entities play a vital role in the network considering
all mobile devices are dynamically changing with

respect to location, position and limited amount of
battery power. Using UWB MAC in MANETs will
optimise the QoS because it will overcome the
problems of low bandwidth delay and will conserve
energy and solve problems of localisation [34].
IEEE 802.15.4 is in the neighbourhood features of
UWB technology but with slight differences of
power consumption, reliability and delay. The
difference lies in selecting suitable parameters for
implementation by defining the protocol
performance limitation and to identify first-rate
parameters to be used in order to improve the QoS
of the network [35]. Yue [36] proposed an adaptive
MAC protocol based on a resource allocation
algorithm, using the same techniques proposed by
Cuomo [37] which is a classic resource allocation
algorithm. The algorithm has been used to enhance
the quality of service in conventional wireless
networks considering the four basic parameters of
throughput, admission ratio, energy consumption
and delay. Going by the mobility nature of
MANETs, the algorithm has to be improved to suit
the working nature of MANETs for better quality
of service.
Performance analysis based on the quality of
service using the UWB MAC protocol (IEEE
802.15.4) and ordinary IEEE 802.11x has been
done by Kejie [38] taking into account the burstingframe-based technique, and the results indicate that
energy consumption is high. QoS has been
optimised through injecting high buffers into the
channel without considering the power consumed
by the mobile devices which end up affecting the
performance of the network. The techniques end up
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bursting the channel, while the devices received
high data without much delay. Energy wise
however, the transmission will not last long. Atef
[39] proposed a cross-layer technique using the
PHY, MAC and network layers in the context of
the resource allocation scheme in order to provide
guaranteed QoS in the network with consideration
of position. This resulted in some issues that have
not been resolved. The algorithm is capable of
handling centralised control Time-Division
Multiple-Access while only helping the positioning
of mobile devices with no regard to power
consumption. The technique works by adjusting the
distance between the nodes automatically in both
the two original systems of MAC design as in
Direct Sequence (DS) – UWB and Multi-Band
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (MBOFDM) [39].
8

ROLE OF UWB MAC ON ROUTING IN
MANET

MANET routing protocols are different from
conventional routing protocols. According to [40],
MANET routing protocols can be classified in so
many ways, most of which depend on routing
strategy and network structure. In addition,
according to the routing strategy, the routing
protocols can be characterised as table-driven and
source initiated, while depending on the network
structure, they can be classified as flat, hierarchical
or geographic position assisted routing [40] .
MANET routing protocols are also classified based
on the following [41]:
i.
Centralised and distributed
ii.
Static and adaptive
iii.
Reactive and proactive
In centralised algorithms, all route choices are
made at a central node, while in distributed
algorithms, the computation of routes is shared
among the network nodes.
Another classification of routing protocols relates
to whether they change routes in response to the
traffic input patterns. In static algorithms, the route
used by source-destination pairs is fixed, regardless
of traffic conditions. It can only change in response
to a node or link failure. This type of algorithm
cannot achieve high throughput under a broad
variety of traffic input patterns. Most major packet
networks use some form of adaptive routing where
the routes for packets between source-destination
pairs may change in response to congestion.
Proactive protocols attempt to constantly evaluate
the routes within the network, so that when a packet
needs to be forwarded, the route is already known
and can be immediately used. Reactive protocols on

the other hand, invoke a route determination
procedure on demand only. Thus, when a route is
needed, some sort of global search procedure is
employed. The family of classical flooding
algorithms belongs to the reactive group. Proactive
schemes have the advantage that when a route is
needed, the delay before actual packets can be sent
is very slight. On the other hand, proactive schemes
need time to converge to a steady state. This can
cause problems if the topology is changing
frequently [42].
The role of UWB MAC on routing in MANETs is
extremely vital due to competition in accessing the
medium of transmission, especially in a network
with high density. Therefore, it will reduce the
energy consumption and increase the performance
of the network [21]. Also, a well-designed MAC
protocol will help routing algorithms to reduce
multiple collisions and retransmissions [42].
Routing algorithms requires good transmission
protocols which are designed for minimal power
consumption.
9

POWER MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
IN MANET WITH UWB
CONSIDERATION

Power management techniques, if perfectly
implemented in MANET using UWB-MAC, would
play an important role in enhancing the
performance of a network. This is because mobile
devices require power models that consume low
energy in order to prolong their participation in the
communication environment. Energy serves as one
of the most important variables for the nodes
therefore, controlling its usage is highly
recommended due to the distributed nature of
MANET. Muegent in [43] article states the
importance of power control in wireless sensor
networks which is also applicable in MANET with
less deficiency. These are:
i.
It would prolong the life span of
mobile devices and increase the QoS.
ii.
It would decrease collision in the
network.
iii.
It would help to obtain low, end-toend time delay.
iv.
It would help to ensure resource
utilisation with high efficiency.
[44] propose the New Power Saving Mechanism
(NPSM) in the Distributed Co-ordinate Function
(DCF) of a MAC protocol in order to improve
power conservation in a wireless network. The
NPSM operates in a way that does not utilize the
Ad hoc Traffic Indication Message (ATIM)
window but uses bandwidth for transmission. The
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operation of the ATIM is stated to conserve more
energy because every node stays awake. A node
transmits an ATIM frame to the destination node
during the ATIM window any time it wants to
transmit, and the destination nodes reply with the
ATIM- ACK. After this has been completed, both
sources and destination nodes stay awake for the
other entire beacon interval to complete
transmission. Any node that is not involved in
transmission and reception of an ATIM frame may
enter doze state after completing its ATIM window.
A wireless network interface can either be in the
awake state or doze state. The awake state consists
of three modes that consume different amounts of
energy. They are transmit mode, receive mode and
idle mode. The doze state however, does no
transmission and reception; it is a state where the
nodes temporarily stay off and hence, consume less
energy. A substantial amount of power is consumed
when these nodes change their state from the doze
state to the awake state, or vice versa. Results
obtained from simulations carried out to analyse
power consumption between the network without
PSM, the one with PSM and network with the
proposed NPSM, show that the network with
NPSM consumed less energy when compared with
the PSM and the network without PSM [44]. This
experiment would cause large delays and would not
be able to adapt to networks with high traffic.
[45] proposed a Power Aware Multiple Access
Protocol (PAMAS); this allows inactive nodes to go
into doze state any time neighbouring nodes are
transmitting. The protocol uses a separate channel
for packet transmission and another one for control.
The control channel enables a node to determine
when and how long it will power off the wireless
network interfaces.
[46] also improved the Power Saving Mechanism
(PSM) in ad hoc networks against delay and
throughput and therefore, proposed an Improved
Power Saving Mechanism (IPSM) whereby nodes
in route stay awake and the others remain switched
off. Media Access Control (MAC) protocols can
sense medium and determine if packets are to be
sent or received which makes them suitable for
turning off the MANET devices radio when idle.
They used MAC layer information to switch off the
wireless network interfaces which are based on the
IEEE 802.11 Power Saving Mechanism (PSM).
Results obtained from the simulation to compare
the performance of the network with IPSM to the
network with conventional IEEE 802.11, show that
the IPSM achieves lower delay, higher throughput
and lower energy consumption than the
conventional IEEE 802 series. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, the power saving mechanism

in this algorithm can be improved because that
power is also utilised by the nodes when they are
sleeping.
[47] propose a technique to conserve power for ad
hoc wireless networks; the span uses the IEEE
802.11 PSM. The span selects co-ordinators that
would stay awake and forward traffic for active
connections. The co-ordinators constantly rotate
their roles. The non-co-ordinators maintain the
PSM operation in IEEE 802.11 DCF. Packets
destined for nodes in doze state are buffered and
announced by the nodes in awake state during the
ATIM window. Span then introduces a new
advertised traffic window during which the
announced packets and packets for the coordinators can be transmitted. However, [44] also
propose a similar adaptive mechanism that chooses
a suitable ATIM window size hence, making the
nodes stay awake for only a particular duration of
the beacon interval according to the ATIM window.
Simulation results show that the proposed protocol
was able to conserve energy when compared to the
conventional IEEE 802.11 DCF.
[48] propose a Sensor Media Access Control
(SMAC). This protocol allows inactive nodes to
sleep when neighbouring nodes are transmitting.
The SMAC operates differently to PAMAS. The
SMAC causes a node to enter doze state after
hearing a Ready to Send (RTS) or Clear to Send
(CTS) destined for a neighbouring node. Simulation
results showed that the SMAC protocol consumes
about 2-6 times less than the conventional IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol. The major factors which
make power management in a MANET a tough
task are that any node could function as a data
transmit as well as receivers, and secondly, because
there are no centralised entities or access points
where power management and control of each node
can be done [47].
[49] proposed a Congestion and Power Control
Technique Based on Agent in MANET. The mobile
agent from source starts forwarding the data
packets through the path which has minimum cost
and congestion. The status of every node is
collected and eventually sent to the target node.
They also designed their power control technique to
make node selection based on the power level
whereby the nodes with maximum power level are
selected as listening nodes (LN) which will always
be in active mode and the other nodes are selected
as non-listening nodes (NLN) which will be awake
in a periodic manner. If the node getting the data
packet is not in the awake state, the packet is
transmitted through LN to the destination.
[44] propose a technique that controls power at the
MAC layer. This technique obtains the minimum
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power level between two communicating stations to
reduce total interference hence, reducing the
capacity of the wireless network. By fixing a
constant power to the network to topology, they
were able to show that an increase in interference
would lead to an increase in throughput.
According to [50], the topology of an ad hoc
network is determined by the transmission power
and optimal transmission power is also determined
by the network load, the station and network size.
They were able to prove this argument by deriving
the analytical throughput model as a function of
transmission power which show that an increase in
throughput results in an increase in transmission
power in a normal ad hoc environment. The
conclusion was reached that the transmission power
should be tuned to the ad hoc network environment
to maximize throughput and hence, reduce power
consumption.
[51] propose two algorithms to show the
importance of topology control and transmit power
control in ad hoc wireless networks. These
algorithms also create a connected and bi-connected
network using a centralised and distributive
technique. The algorithm dynamically tunes its
transmission power in a way that the maximum
transmit power used is minimized while keeping
the network bi-connected. Results proved that
connectivity
and
bi-connectivity
optimise
throughput and reduce power consumption.
[52] propose an algorithm for nodes to locally
determine their transmit power collectively in order
to ensure global connectivity. This operates in a
way that the node stores its transmit power until it
finds neighbouring nodes in all directions of
transmission, thereby reducing the transmit power.
The reduction in transmit power improves the rate
at which power is consumed but could result in an
increase in delay.
10 SUMMARY OF REVIEW
So far, reviews have been undertaken on MANETs
in general, UWB technology, MANET MAC
protocols and their different types, UWB-MAC,
MANET applications, UWB applications and
different power algorithms that have been proposed
in past papers. It has been observed that centralised
MAC protocols are most suitable for conserving
power in MANET due to their control mode of
operation. In addition, from the different power
management techniques reviewed in this study, we
observed that power conservation techniques in
MANET are generally implemented at different
levels: at the MAC layer, by tuning transmit power

or by using optimised power using full UWB
technology.
Applying power, the management technique at the
MAC layer is often done by carefully sending the
receiver into a sleep mode, or by using a transmitter
with adaptable output power and selecting routes
that require many short hops, instead of a few
longer hops. Furthermore, applying the power
management technique at node levels reduced
energy consumption but to the best of the author’s
knowledge, power is consumed when mobile nodes
are in sleep mode and also while trying to wake
from sleep. In addition, applying power
management techniques by controlling transmit
power can be quite complicated because
the
choice of power level can affect other performances
in MANET such as delay, throughput, increase in
interference and so on.
Based on the fact that most research studies
reviewed were based on networks with narrow band
technology (which can be quite complicated in
complex networks in terms of power transmission
and data transmission when compared to using
UWB technology), this project focused on power
conservation techniques in a network with full
consideration of UWB standards.
After continually reviewing the literature, we are
using the concept of directional antennas in order to
accomplish tasks as stated in the design parameters.
With the enormous advantages of using directional
antennas in MANET and integrating UWB
technology, it will be sufficient to exploit different
concepts of conserving energy in the network,
particularly at the MAC protocol stack.
11 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented clear details of existing
challenges in mobile ad hoc networks which affect
the network either direct or indirect with some
proffered solutions. Although some of the
challenges in terms of transmission and routing
were highlighted in some articles. This has been
done by extracting the in-depth characteristic of
MANET and relating it to UWB technology for
easy implementation. We also explored some major
applications of UWB technology in Wireless
Sensor Networks particularly in MANET and an
extra research on how UWB affects other layers of
the network. Design process of MANET and UWB
system was presented As changes in the MAC
protocol affects the routing layer (Network layer)
specifically the routing table, therefore, we have
itemized some of the roles of UWB MAC on
routing in MANET. Despite the existence of
different aspect of MAC, by conducting a thorough
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review in wireless sensor network, we look unto the
limited effort in research in the area of the MAC
protocol as the research gap in MANET
environment. We have proposed an enhanced MAC
protocol for conserving high energy using
directional antennas using UWB systems. The
future research is to implement the protocol in a
simulated environment and to test the workability
of other applications at different layers of the
network.
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